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Abstract : Various m-situ as well as at earth surface observations show that the Brazilian 
anomaly or South Atlantic Magnetic Anomaly (SAMA) is a region where enhanced energetic 
electron precipitation (EEP) takes place. Contribution ol cyclotron resonance in particle 
precipitation at SAMA region (where EEP is peaked) is computed. It is found that cyclotion 
mode o f whistler wave-energetic electron interaction contributes significantly to EEP at SAMA 
which is very high at the inner edge of inner radiation belt (L = I I). In this cose, the whistler 
waves are amplified to have the increased spectral intensity which is consistent with 
experimental observations of extreme low frequency/very low frequency (ELF/VLF) emissions 
at L = I 1 -1 5 .
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1. Introduction
The geom agnetic field at earth 's surface between 0 -1 0 0  km altitude, is not sym m etric in 
Northern and Southern hem isphere. The geom agnetic field is asym m etric at or around 
60°W -3()°E and 100-140°E  longitudes. The first region o f  asym metry is called Brazilian 
anomaly or South A tlantic M agnetic Anom aly (SAM A) which has long been recognized as 
a major sink for radiation belt trapped electrons [1], Ginzburg et al [2] were first to report 
enhanced electron  precip ita tion  in B razilian anom aly. These observations were m ade 
aboard Russian satellite Sputnik-V  at an altitude o f 300 km in the year o f 1960 [also see 
Ref. 3]. Sew ard  [4 ] p resen ted  the  'geographical d istribu tion  o f  energetic  e lectron  
precipitation in this region in 1961 at a ltitudes betw een 240 and 410  km  during  a 
magnetically quiet period. Vam pola and G om ey [5], Nagata et al [6 ) and Im hof et al [7]
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analysed enhanced electron precipitation (EEP) in the SA M A region. The review  o f the 
work in this field was presented by Paulikas [8 ]. Pinto (Jr) and G onzalez [9] reviewed the 
work done between 1975-1989 to provide a concise picture o f the driving m echanism s that 
seem to cause the enhanced precipitation o f energetic electrons in the SA M A region. In 
recent years several m echanism s for precipitating energetic electrons have been suggested 
involving, in general, a type o f wave particle interaction.
In this paper, we consider cyclotron m echanism  as the dragging mechanism  for these 
electrons and explain why EEP is enhanced in the SAM A region.
2. Method of computation
To see the contribution o f  cyclotron resonance in dragging trapped electrons to lie in the 
loss cone, we have to calculate  equatorial loss cone pitch angle (a „ )  using follow ing 
equation f 1 0 - 1 1 1
/£ *(« ?  -  3H„,Z.)'/2. (I)
here L is M cllw ain param eter a n d Hm = (R(I +  rtw) /  R„- Ro >s earth radius (6370 km) and 
hm is m irror height o f  bouncing electron.
Follow ing Etcheto et al [12], the precipitated flux at a given location is given by
cnl2
J ; (> E) oc sin a  da  (2)
P J o
and JV(>E) “  1 / a „-
and which can be written as
I fff/2
J = const, x  —  I sin a  da.
P <*a A,
(3)
(4)
Since pitch angles a  < a (, are already in loss cone, the contribution to precipitated flux will 
be only by pitch angle a  > a;,. W e can write
1 f*/2
J = const, x  —  sin a  d a  -  (5)
1 a o Jao
const.
x  c o s a #1. (6)
Since we are in terested in calcu lating  contribution o f  cyclotron resonance in dragging 
trapped electrons into the loss cone to increase precipitated flux, we have not taken other 
param eters in eqs. (2)—(6 ) into consideration. At a given L shell, m ost o f the param eters 
(characteristic energy etc.) ramain unchanged for anomaly or no anomaly region except loss 
cone pilch angle a,,.
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3. Results and discussion
An interesting characteristic o f electron precipitation in geom agnetic field is that it is 
strong function  o f longitude [13]. T his is prim arily  due to the fact that the m irror 
altitude (hm) o f a particle varies significantly with longitude, the largest variation taking 
place in and around SAMA. Figure 1 depicts the variation o f geomagnetic induction B for 
Northern and Southern hemisphere with longitude. Corresponding a,t values are also shown
Figure 1. Variation of loss cone pitch angle (a „) and magnetic induction (B) 
with longitude at L = 2 a(, corresponds to fl(min) in both hemispheres (After 
CS Roberts 115])
in the upper portion o f the figure. W hen an electron drifts from west to centre o f anomaly, 
its lini is increased (ocn is high) and all a  ^  (x0 will lie in the loss cone to be precipitated. At 
ihis position, interacting flux o f such electrons is zero dud to their precipitation which 
lurther starts to build up as electron moves from centre to east of anomaly. In the east of 
centre ol SAMA, B is high, a(, and hm are low and no such kind of precipitation as observed 
in the centre is possible. The precipitation o f energetic electrons in their drift from west to 
centre is now known as wind-shield wiper effect.
The narrow ing of cone at east o f SAMA shows that EEP cannot be due to w ind­
shield w iper effect or due to bounce scattering. This is only possible if pitch angle of 
electron (a )  is reduced to 0lo by some other mechanism. Such a perturbation in pilch angles 
can be caused by electric fields generated during lightning discharges [14], solar wind 
interactions with m agnetosphere, plasm a instabilities or plasm a not at therm odynam ic 
equilibrium  [15]. V am pola and Kuck [16], and lm h o f er al 117] have in terpreted 
^-dependent peaks o f precipitated flux in terms of cyclotron interaction at low latitudes.
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Following these workers, we loo consider cyclotron resonance mechanism taking place at 
low L-shells in the SAMA region as a precipitation enhancing process.
We consider two kinds of energetic electrons at the east of anomaly interacting with 
whistlci mode ( /" < / / / , /  is wave frequency and fH is electron gyrofrequency) waves. The 
first one have mirror altitude hm = 0 km and other have hm < 0 km. The contribution of 
cyclotron resonance to the EEP in SAM A region is com puted applying follow ing 
expression (see eq. 6 ).
% contribution
/ ( S A M A )
7(NaT [ C O S (X() j s  A M  A N A
[ C O S  t f J N A l £ * J s A M A
-  1 | X 100. (7)
Here NA means no anomaly rcgion/effect.
Variation of % contribution of cyclotron resonance to EEP with L  is depicted in 
Figure 2. The figure shows that cyclotron resonance contributes significantly to EEP having 
highest contribution at L = l .l,  the inner edge of inner radiation bell and it decreases at 
L  > 1 1 The total contribution at L  = l.l  for both types of electrons [hm = 0 km h,„ < 0 km] 
comes to a high value of 38%.
Figure 2. Variation of percentage contribution of Figure 3. Variation of power gain for 3 2 kHz VLF
cyclotron resonance with L-value emissions with L-values
It is well known that during precipitation, electrons Jose their energy to amplify the 
interacting whistler mode wave. The analysis of VLF emissions data observed aboard Ariel 
3 / 4  satellites, show that there exist three zones of intense VLF emissions. The first zone is 
around 70° geomagnetic latitude, the second around 50° geomagnetic latitude and the third
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one around or below  30° geom agnetic latitude [18-21]. Hayakaw a [221, Singh et al |23] 
and Singh and Singh [24] m ade a detailed study of Ariel 4 satellite data on low latitude 
VLF em issions. The analysis o f these data reveals that VLF em issions have high intensity 
(> 60 dB above threshold value o f  4.8 x  1 0 " 19 W att, n r 2 Hz-1, the com m on observed 
intensity was 40 dB) and large occurrence rate at 100-140°E longitude. Singh et al [23] and 
Singh and Singh (24] have shown that though these emissions followed a non-dected mode 
of propagation [25], the intensification was not due to focusing because o f m agnetoionic 
guiding. They were o f  the view that these VLF em issions have their source in lightning 
discharges, they were being am plified by cyclotron instability occurring at geom agnetic 
equator. Follow ing Singh et al [23], we com pute pow er gain of 3.2 kHz VLF em issions 
observed aboard Ariel satellites at L = 1.1 - 1 .5 .  The power gain (dB) variation is shown in 
Figure 3. The curves o f Figures 2 and 3 are sim ilar suggesting that cyclotron resonance 
contributes to EEP in SAM A region causing wave am plification to low latitude whistler 
mode emissions. It is to be noted here that (i) particle precipitation and wave amplification 
are co-occurring phenom ena [26-28] and (ii) low latitude region is a region where only 
weak diffusion takes place and this is the strong diffusion which causes wave dam ping 
11 0 - 11 ]. Thus we can write
Precipitated flux a  power gain,
which is consistent with sim ilar variation o f curves in Figures 2 and 3. hm < 0 km electrons 
produce less pow er gain. It is because of two reasons :
(1) W e have taken anisotropy (A) to be pitch angle dependent [29], such that A = 0.5 In 
[cosec o fJ . In SA M A regions (positions east o f centre) where B is m aximum, a(, is 
m inim um  having lower anisotropy which further reduces pow er gain as pow er gain 
is directly related with A [23].
(2 ) hm < 0  electrons lose less energy and then penetrate deep into the ionosphere causing 
significant ionisation [30], They can reach upto 70 km in this case, above earth's 
surface.
Tsurutani etal [31] have reported intense low latitude ELF emissions. Sim ilar to our 
Figure 3, they observed highest intensity at L = 1.1 and lowest at 1.7 (see also Ref. [9]). It is 
to be em phasized here that the position on earth surface where B is highest lies far away 
Irom SAM A and this second region o f  anomaly is called Pacific Anom aly spread between 
I00-I40°E . Thus at these longitudes too, we will get intense ELF/V LF emissions. The low 
latitude 3.2 kHz em issions recorded aboard Ariel 4, are found to have high occurrence and 
intense peak in the longitude interval of 100-140°E [22-24].
The centre  o f  SA M A  (and its spread) is not a fixed location and may change in 
subsequent years. Fraser-Sm ith [32] and Fabino et al [33] have shown that in the last two 
decades (1966-1986), the cen tre  o f anom aly has drifted a few degrees. The B (m ax) and
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B (m in) also do change. The B (m ax) at L = 2 in 1968 was found to be 0.58 G auss by 
Roberts 115], This was only 0.44 at the sam e location in 1984 as reported by Im hof et al [7].
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